
Devarrow is the stage-name of Graham Ereaux, a Canadian 
singer-songwriter originally from Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada. 
His sound and songwriting has been compared to that of Shakey 
Graves, Bon Iver, Patrick Watson and Robin Pecknold, while his 
energetic, captivating and intimate live shows are quickly making him 
an intriguing emerging songwriter. In July 2015, after releasing his 
latest album The Great Escape, Ereaux gave up his cabin on a tiny 
island and is now on a year long tour of Canada and Europe.

Over the years, Ereaux has had performances with acts such as 
The Weather Station, Sam Roberts Band, Les Hay Babies, Bruce 
Peninsula, Daniel Romano, David Simard, Pat Lepoidevin, Owen 
Steel, and Olenka. He has toured in Canada and Europe and has 
performed live on Swiss National Radio (RTS). He is scheduled to 
tour Eastern Canada from September-December 2015, Europe from 
February-March 2016, and the BC festival circuit in the spring and 
summer of 2016.

DEVARROW

*RECOMMENDED TRACKS: (3), (5), (1), (4)
All tracks are clean. 

1.   The Great Escape*
2.   Heroin and Rain
3.   Vancouver*
4.   Strangers*
5.   Little Road*
6.   Modern Ark
7.   Northern Lights
8.   1984
9.   The Kitchen Floor
10. One of Us
11. The Great Divide

WEBSITE: www.devarrow.com
EMAIL: devarrow.music@gmail.com
PHONE: (250) 221-1525
FREE ALBUM: www.devarrow.bandcamp.com

“The Great Escape really does escape the conventions of its 
alternative-folk peers.” - Greyowl Point

“Even if you are not a fan of indie folk you are bound to find 
something to like on this nicely composed and varied record.” 
- Ride the Tempo

“There’s style and character for days in the sound of this 
record…It’s an inviting thing to listen to a record that really feels 
alive...” - Greyowl Point

The Great Escape, Devarrow’s first release in over four years, 
explores themes of longing, despair, avoidance, and travel. It is 
eleven songs built from the sounds of an aged guitar played on 
damp and cold nights, drum loops created on a computer while in 
city cafes, and sharp vocals hardened by an unforgiving restless-
ness. The album was inspired by a winter spent in Vancouver, BC.

Between March and May of 2015, The Great Escape was 
recorded by Daryl Chonka at Old Growth Music on Salt Spring 
Island, BC. From humble beginnings, Chonka has gained consid-
erable recognition as a recording engineer, producer and stage 
manager and as a result, has worked with Canadian heavyweights 
such as Neil Young and Randy Bachman.
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